John Prush
MSU Police Department

Parking and Traffic Technology
Traffic Modeling and Optimization

- Synchro
- AECOM study
- Pedestrians first
- Traffic progression
Traffic Control Signals

- Econolite Centracs system
- Econolite Cobalt controllers
Intersection Camera System

- Iteris VantageNext
  - Traffic volumes
  - Speed
  - Detection
Parking Controls

- Transition plan
  - Federal APD
  - T2 Systems
- Capacity Counts – Usage Data
  - Publish to public feed
  - Integrate 3rd party solution
- RFID
Visitor Parking

- Single space smart meters
  - Credit card
  - Solar
  - Cellular
- Multi-space pay station meters
  - Pay by plate configuration
  - SPOT ON
Solutions Considered

- Single space meter vehicle detection
- Park Assist guidance system
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